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Now this is provoking me to write!

The schism of BJP- RSS ideology.

Full blown Schizophrenia if one wants to psychoanalyze BJP.

#doublebind where a parent keeps giving double messages to their confused

children. They adore the parent for one thing and hate them for another.

BJP-RSS ideology

Lower rank workers worship #NathuramGodse, but leaders worship Mahatma Gandhi.

True meaning of #SabkaSaath \U0001f606

— Dr. Latha (@DrlathaC) January 30, 2021

How can BJP sustain itself with this kind of internal schism? In other words no samanjas or clarity of what they stand for?

Its exploding now. The madness.

People airing out Gandhi's sexuality out of context and irrelevant to him being killed by Godse.Supporting Godse's action

But not understanding that the same reasons why Godse was killed are the reasons why BJP leaders today hail Gandhi as

Bapu or Mahatma. On #MartyrsDay

Very dangerous mind or #headgames being played out here. Our country is a large scale mental asylum with broken

psyche.

Sanatana Dharma does not need more Nathuram Godses. We need more Shri Vidyaranyas and Adi Shankaras who would

build Hindu Rajya through Raja and kshatriya Dharma.

Nathuram Godse as a Brahmana weakened his brahmanatwam by adopting a Nationalist ideology.

Instead he could have used his pourusham to garber a Sanatani movement to fight against INC and Gandhian ideology. 

 

He dissented from RSS and started his own Hindu Rashtra Dal and also was a member of Hindu Mahasabha. However he
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did not fall back on our darshana s to understand

the kurukshetra. He made a powerful statement by killing Gandhi and exposed the reality of #freedomovement and the

angst of Hindus who were let down due to muslim appeasement and partition. Partition was a death blow to everyone who

had pinned hopes for hindu rashtra

But historians made Gandhi the hero to help continue his legacy.

Even RSS/Hindu sabha disowned Godse after Gandhi's assanination . Why?

The cycle of Moslem appeasement will not stop with more Godses. More Godse more Gandhi worship. Period.

#breakthepattern

Today is a day when the internal conflict=schism of BJP- RSS is being expunged and being aired out in public.

Pro Godse folks are getting a tight slap from the leaders they espouse tweeting pro Bapu messages and offering

shraddanjali.

But they cannot get rid of #Modimoham ■

#Prohindu #ProGodse #Progandhi #muslimappeasement #partition

#BJP

#RSS

all these are

#Antisanatani
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